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Know Your MB-330 Certification Well: 

The MB-330 is best suitable for candidates who want to gain knowledge in the 

Microsoft Dynamics 365. Before you start your MB-330 preparation you may 

struggle to get all the crucial Supply Chain Management materials like MB-330 

syllabus, sample questions, study guide. 

But don't worry the MB-330 PDF is here to help you prepare in a stress free 

manner. 

The PDF is a combination of all your queries like- 

 What is in the MB-330 syllabus? 

 How many questions are there in the MB-330 exam? 

 Which Practice test would help me to pass the MB-330 exam at the first 

attempt? 

Passing the MB-330 exam makes you Microsoft Certified - Dynamics 365 Supply 

Chain Management Functional Consultant Associate. Having the Supply Chain 

Management certification opens multiple opportunities for you. You can grab a new 

job, get a higher salary or simply get recognition within your current organization. 

Microsoft MB-330 Supply Chain Management 

Certification Details: 

Exam Name 
Microsoft Certified - Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management 

Functional Consultant Associate 

Exam Code MB-330 

Exam Price $165 (USD) 

Duration 120 mins 

Number of Questions 40-60 

Passing Score 700 / 1000 

Books / Training 
MB-330T00-A: Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain 

Management 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE 

Sample Questions Microsoft Supply Chain Management Sample Questions 

Practice Exam Microsoft MB-330 Certification Practice Exam  

http://www.edusum.com
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/certifications/courses/mb-330t00?WT.mc_id=D365_BoM-wwl
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/certifications/courses/mb-330t00?WT.mc_id=D365_BoM-wwl
https://home.pearsonvue.com/microsoft
https://www.edusum.com/microsoft/microsoft-supply-chain-management-mb-330-certification-sample-questions
https://www.edusum.com/microsoft/mb-330-microsoft-dynamics-365-supply-chain-management
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MB-330 Syllabus: 

Topic Details 

Implement product information management (20-25%) 

Create and manage 

products 

- create and release products and product variants 

- create and apply product templates 

- create bills of materials (BOMs) 

- identify the purpose and capabilities of the product configuration 

models 

- create and configure category hierarchies 

- configure catch weights 

- create direct-delivery products 

Configure products 

for supply chain 

management 

- create and manage inventory dimensions 

- create item groups and item model groups 

- create and print product labels 

- create and assign bar codes and Global Trade Identification 

Number (GTIN) codes 

- create product attributes 

- configure product unit conversions 

- configure default order settings 

Manage inventory 

pricing and costing 

- describe inventory costing methods 

- configure Costing versions for standard and planned costs 

- configure and default purchase prices, default sales prices, and 

trade agreements 

- perform an inventory close 

Implement Inventory management (15-20%) 

Configure Inventory 

management 

- set up inventory management parameters and journals 

- configure and perform quality control and quality management 

processes 

- configure inventory valuation reports 

- configure ABC classifications 

- configure inventory closing components 

- implement inventory breakdowns 

Manage and 

process inventory 

activities 

- create and process journals including bill of materials, item 

arrival, transfer, movement, inventory adjustment, counting, and 

tag counting journals 

- create and process transfer orders 

- process quarantine orders 

- process quality orders 

http://www.edusum.com
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Topic Details 

- perform inventory closings and adjustments 

- apply inventory blocking 

Implement and manage Supply Chain processes (15-20%) 

Implement 

Procurement and 

sourcing 

- create and manage purchase requisitions, requests for quotes 

(RFQs), and purchase orders (POs) 

- configure change management processes 

- configure and apply vendor rebates 

- implement and manage consignment inventory 

- manage over and under deliveries and delivery schedules 

- configure procurement categories and purchasing policies 

- configure charges 

Implement common 

sales and 

marketing features 

- configure quotations, sales orders, and return orders 

- configure sales groups and commissions 

- configure and manage discounts and price groups 

- configure customer, product, and prospect searches 

- implement and manage leads and prospects 

- configure and process inter-company trade relations documents 

Implement warehouse management and transportation 

management (20-25%) 

Configure 

warehouse 

management 

- create sites, warehouses, locations, location formats, location 

profiles, location types, and zones 

- implement location directives 

- configure Inventory Statuses, unit sequence groups, and 

reservation hierarchies 

- implement wave, load, and work templates 

- configure mobile device menus, menu items, and display settings 

Perform warehouse 

management 

processes 

- identify inventory movement processes 

- perform cycle counting 

- process inbound and outbound orders 

- process shipments 

- describe the replenishment process including buyers’ push and 

cross-docking 

Implement 

transportation 

management 

- configure shipping carriers and carrier groups 

- perform planning and executing of loads and shipments 

- configure and generate freight bills and invoices 

- configure rout plans and guides 

- configure route and rate engines 

- configure and use dock appointment scheduling 

http://www.edusum.com
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Topic Details 

- plan loads by using hub consolidation 

- reconcile freight by using manual or automatic processes 

Implement Planning Optimization (15-20%) 

Configure master 

planning and 

forecasting 

- Describe available forecasting types 

- Configure planning optimization 

- interpret Planning Optimization Fit Analysis results and take 

appropriate actions 

- set up coverage groups and item coverage 

- configure master planning parameters, master plan, forecast 

plans, and continuity plans 

- Define positive and negative days 

- define action messages, delay messages, and time fences 

- configure period templates 

Run master plans 

and manage 

planned orders 

- View and process planned orders 

- set up and use the Supply Schedule form 

- configure safety margins 

- configure and process safety stock journals 

- copy, edit, and delete master plans 

Microsoft MB-330 Sample Questions: 

Question: 1  

A company creates several item costing versions. All new and existing items have costs 

associated with them. After applying the costs, the company notices the activation date has not 

been updated. You need to update the items to the current date for activation. What should you 

do? 

a) Set the item cost record status to Active 

b) Set the from date to today and leave the item cost record status at Pending 

c) Set the item cost record status to Pending 

d) Set the cost price and date of price on the released product 

 Answer: a 
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Question: 2  

A company manufactures and sells speaker boxes. The speaker boxes can be silver or black 

with a basic or upgraded wiring harness assembly. The speaker box must be created in the item 

master so that the variables for colors and harness type can be assigned at order entry. You 

need to create a new item that supports multiple variables. 

What should you do? 

a) Create a new product. Select predefined variant as the configuration technology. 

b) Create a new product master. Select constraint-based configuration as the configuration 

technology. 

c) Create a new product. Select constraint-based configuration as the configuration 

technology. 

d) Create a new product master. Select predefined variant as the configuration technology. 

 Answer: d 

Question: 3  

A customer acquires a new portable home radio from your company and is unhappy with the 

product. The customer wants to return it, so your sales department has to create a return order 

for the product. 

The policy dictates that: 

- The customer has to return the product within seven days after the return order is created. 

- The reason why the customer wants to return the product should be registered.  

You need to determine which information should be included in the return order. Which three 

actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

a) Enter the return material authorization (RMA) number. 

b) Enter the return reason code. 

c) Enter the customer account. 

d) Enter the deadline as the current date plus seven days in the New Return Order dialog. 

e) Enter a value of 7 for the Sales default values period of validity. 

f) Enter the site/warehouse. 

 Answer: b, c, f 
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Question: 4  

A company has several warehouse locations. The company acquires a new warehouse. You 

must design a new warehouse process workflow for the new warehouse. You need to configure 

the workflow. Which three options should you configure? 

Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one 

point. 

a) work pools 

b) cluster picking 

c) outbound wave processing 

d) work templates 

e) wave templates 

 Answer: a, d, e 

Question: 5  

A company creates a new bill of materials (BOMs). The company subcontracts with a vendor to 

manufacture one component for the BOM. You need to ensure that only the production 

manager is permitted to approve BOMs. 

Which two actions should you perform? 

Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one 

point. 

a) Assign security permissions to approve the BOM version but not the related BOM. 

b) Assign security permissions to the user for the approval form. 

c) Assign security permissions to the Vendor portal. 

d) Set up the approver as a vendor. 

e) Set up the approver as an employee. 

 Answer: b, e 

Question: 6  

Reference Scenario: click here 

a) You need to configure the system to support the pottery line. What should you do first? 

a) Set up a new product with product configuration. 

b) Create a new product with tracking dimensions. 

c) Create a new product master with pre-defined product variants. 

d) Create a new product with storage dimensions. 

 Answer: c 

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 7  

Reference Scenario: click here 

You use Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management to manage inventory. You need to adjust 

inventory and override the current item posting setup. Which journal type should you use? 

a) inventory adjustment 

b) inventory transfer 

c) movement 

d) item arrival 

 Answer: c 

Question: 8  

Reference Scenario: click here 

You need to identify the cause for the inventory issue reported by customer service 

representatives. What is the root cause? 

a) Run inventory close process 

b) Ordered reserved box should be checked, this will disable quantities. 

c) Turn on automatic reservation. 

d) Ordered reserved quantity is due to marking. 

e) Turn off automatic reservation. 

Answer: d 

Question: 9  

Reference Scenario: click here 

You need to segregate inventory for the brakes that are in inventory. Which two actions should 

you perform? 

Each correct answer presents part of the solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one 

point. 

a) Assign a blocked status to the inbound purchase order from VendorA. 

b) Create a disposition code. 

c) Set default inventory status on the item. 

d) Assign an item filter code. 

e) Assign a blocked status to the inbound purchase order from VendorB. 

 Answer: a, d 

http://www.edusum.com
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Question: 10  

Reference Scenario: click here 

You need to configure the system to support the inventory costing requirement. Which two 

actions should you perform? 

Each answer represents a complete solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

a) one default item group for all items 

b) one item group each for perfume, ceramicware, and other goods 

c) one FIFO item model group and one Standard item model group 

d) one FIFO item group 

e) one financial dimension for each item group 

 Answer: b, c 

Study Guide to Crack Microsoft Supply Chain 

Management MB-330 Exam: 

● Getting details of the MB-330 syllabus, is the first step of a study plan. This 

pdf is going to be of ultimate help. Completion of the syllabus is must to pass 

the MB-330 exam. 

● Making a schedule is vital. A structured method of preparation leads to 

success. A candidate must plan his schedule and follow it rigorously to attain 

success. 

● Joining the Microsoft provided training for MB-330 exam could be of much 

help. If there is specific training for the exam, you can discover it from the 

link above. 

● Read from the MB-330 sample questions to gain your idea about the actual 

exam questions. In this PDF useful sample questions are provided to make 

your exam preparation easy. 

● Practicing on MB-330 practice tests is must. Continuous practice will make 

you an expert in all syllabus areas. 
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Reliable Online Practice Test for MB-330 Certification 

Make EduSum.com your best friend during your Microsoft Dynamics 365 Supply Chain 

Management exam preparation. We provide authentic practice tests for the MB-330 

exam. Experts design these online practice tests, so we can offer you an exclusive 

experience of taking the actual MB-330 exam. We guarantee you 100% success in 

your first exam attempt if you continue practicing regularly. Don’t bother if you don’t 

get 100% marks in initial practice exam attempts. Just utilize the result section to 

know your strengths and weaknesses and prepare according to that until you get 

100% with our practice tests. Our evaluation makes you confident, and you can score 

high in the MB-330 exam. 

Start Online practice of MB-330 Exam by visiting URL 

https://www.edusum.com/microsoft/mb-330-microsoft-dynamics-365-

supply-chain-management 

http://www.edusum.com
https://www.edusum.com/microsoft/mb-330-microsoft-dynamics-365-supply-chain-management
https://www.edusum.com/microsoft/mb-330-microsoft-dynamics-365-supply-chain-management

